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SUMMARY:
The Grade II listing describes Renard Close Laithe as a well preserved example of a mid 17 th
century vernacular field barn. Whilst the 1667 date stone and the broad chamfers on the door
surrounds support this date, the wall thickness, limestone quoins, clearance boulders in the wall
base, traces of former steeper roofline and reused oak timbers, many from a cruck framed
building, strongly suggest reconstruction from an earlier barn.
SITE AND SETTING:
The barn lies just below Mastiles Lane, adjacent to Sikes Beck and within a group of closes which
bordered the former arable fields. The building is on sloping ground with the west and north
walls cut slightly back into the slope.
DOCUMENTARY HISTORY:
A document in the Yorkshire Archaeological and Historical Society Archives (MD 247/10) shows
that the close now known as Renard Close, was part of a parcel of closes purchased by James
Rayner in 1582, mention of a “ house standing” in the document suggests that there was already
a “field house”( the early term for a barn) within the closes.
A further YAHS document (MD 247/79) records the purchase of these closes by Cuthbert Wade
from Richard Rayner in 1665.
Renard Close Laithe is shown on the tithe map of 1844 and is listed as owned by Thomas Ingleby
with Robert and Richard Holgate as tenants.
In an auction document of 1904 in the possession of the Roberts family, Lot 69 is listed as Renard
Close and barn with shippon for 9 beasts and yard
............................................................................................................................................................
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION:
Plan:
A three bay T shaped barn, with the shippon in the wider and lower third bay. The extra width
accommodates two rows of standings facing across a central foddergang. The Tithe Award map
shows this barn as L-shaped not T- shaped and the 1st Ed OS map shows it as a trapezoid blob.
The “wings” are only 0.80 and 0.75m wide and therefore difficult to depict on a small scale which
may account for the anomaly
Exterior Features:
The walls are limestone rubble with sandstone facings to the openings. The quoins are
weathered limestone to roof level on every corner except where the stones of the door jambs
double as quoins and one sandstone quoin above door level on the SE corner. The roof is of
graduated stone flags. There is a 0.4 m high, projecting plinth of rough boulders along most of
the E gable. The lowest courses of all the walls consist of clearance boulders.
The doorways have quoined jambs and heavy lintels, all carry the wide chamfers typical of the
second half of the 17th century, but none of the jambs have chamfer stops. Two doors in the east
gable give access to the shippon, with a window between to light the foddergang. Opposing
doors next to the shippon serve the mew, the southern one is blocked but the lintel carries the
carved initials CW and the date 1667.
There is a single owl hole in the E gable, a forking hole in the north wall which serves the baulks
over the shippon and the west gable has a further forking hole. Both gables show feint traces of
an earlier steeply pitched roofline.
Interior Features:
Roof Timbers: A pair of re-used cruck blades form the tie beams of the two morticed apex roof
trusses, both with raking struts. On either side of the ridge a single continuous purlin runs the
full length of the mew, both these are re-used cruck purlins. The south purlin has an incised
carpenters mark IIIL adjacent to one of the now redundant halving joints.
The east bay has two roughly shaped purlins at each side, the upper north purlin has a redundant
joint cut into the upper surface and the lower south purlin has what appear to be peg holes on
the face towards the wall. All the purlins are trenched. The ridge piece is square set and jointed
close to each truss, one joint having a protruding peg.
Both north and south rafters next to the east gable are re-used timber with regularly spaced
holes along the whole length. Some of the rafters on the south side of the west bay are cranked
and one appears to be re-used from a boskin or skelbuse. In the east bay there is a collar
between the upper purlins, which is connected to the ridge piece by a short post, a similar
arrangement is seen in the nearby Dear Bought Laithe.
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Shippon: There appears to have been accommodation for five animals on each side of the
shippon. The boskins on the north side are intact but are of squared timber with straight posts
and are not aligned on the boskin stones, therefore are not original. There are some reused
timbers in the frame for the skelbuse.
The one remaining boskin on the south side is cranked and appears much older. Although the
groops are concrete, the settle stones, the slotted stone supports for boskins and skelbuses and
the cobbles in the booses and in much of the central foddergang survive well. Both the north and
south walls have lantern niches and wall recesses to accommodate the open doors.
The shippon is at a lower level with four steps up into the mew. The back wall up to the level of
mew floor is composed of large irregular boulders, above these a neat wall 55cm wide and 1.2 m
high supports a boarded hay loft, the beams of which rest on four stone corbels in the shippon
walls. There are the remains of a triangular canopy over the steps down into the shippon.
Mew: An area of small cobbles decoratively arranged and bordered with edging stones, survives
between the two doors; the rest of the floor is packed earth and slopes from west to east. The
north forking hole has an inner lintel of re-used timber with a half-lap joint. The west forking hole
has iron brackets to hang a conventional door on the external face, however on the inside the
jambs are carved with diagonal slots on one side and holes on the other in the manner of old
gate stoops.
Interpretation:
The walls of this barn at 70 cm for the shippon and 65 cm for the mew are thicker than the 62 cm
which became standard in the later 17th century. The thick walls, weathered limestone quoins,
field clearance boulders in the wall bases and traces of a steeper roofline for thatch are all
elements suggesting a building earlier than 1667.
In his “Yorkshire Dales Field Barns” publication (p 32-45 and 82-85), Arnold Pacey demonstrates
that a reconstruction of the cruck, frame from the blades and long purlins, re-used in Renard
Close Laithe matches the dimensions of Cuthbert Wade’s 1667 stone building. He goes onto
suggest that James Rayner may have built the crook phase of the barn soon after 1590 and this
was later altered more than once but most obviously in 1667.
In 2017 Upper Wharfedale Heritage Group commissioned dendrochronology for those timbers
which proved suitable for sampling. Dating was achieved on five of the seven samples taken. On
the east truss the tie beam failed to date but the north principal rafter had rings from 1375-1436
although no heartwood/sapwood boundary was present, this still means the felling date could
not have been before 1451 and is not likely to have been after the late 16 th century. This could
give it a similar date to that of the dated tie beam
On the west truss the tie beam had a felling date of 1588-1613, the south principal rafter failed
to date but the north rafter was felled between 1635 and 1660. The two northern purlins over
the east bay were also dated, the lower with an exact felling date of 1664 and the upper felled
between 1717 and 1742. The dates of the north rafter and the lower purlin are very close to the
1667 date on the door lintel, which suggests they were part of Wade’s reconstruction.
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The evidence from the dendrochronology suggests that somewhere around 1600, a cruck barn
was built on this site; this may have replaced the standing building mentioned in the 1582
document. (It is notable that the reused crucks in Scar Laithe, another Kilnsey barn, were also
dated to around 1600). A deed dated May 1590 (YAS MD 247) shows James Rayner as owning
the close on which the barn stands; therefore he was probably responsible for the erection of
the cruck structure.
This cruck barn was then reconstructed in 1667 by Cuthbert Wade and since good oak timber
was never wasted some of the timbers from the cruck frame were reused in roof. The building
appears to have been further modified in the 18 th century possibly to enlarge the shippon.
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Image i/d KB 21 P01

Image i/d KB 21 P04

West Elevation

North Elevation
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Image i/d KB 21 P02

East Elevation

Image i/d KB 21 P03

South Elevation
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Image i/d KB 21 P06

Shippon door with broad chamfer

Image i/d KB 21 P05

Date stone: Cuthbert Wade 1667
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Image i/d KB 21 P10

Image i/d KB 21 P07

Original carpenter’s mark on cruck purlin

Reused cruck blades and cruck purlins – looking East
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Image i/d KB 21 P15

Cobbled area in mew with loft over shippon

Image i/d KB 21 P13

Cobbles and cranked boskin – South side of shippon
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Photographic register
Description:
West elevation
East elevation
South elevation
North elevation
Date stone CW 1667
Shippon door
Re-used cruck blades and
cruck purlins
Trusses with re-used crucks
Re-used cruck purlin 2 bays
long
Carpenters mark on cruck
purlin
Roof timbers over shippon
Re-used timber
South side of shippon
North side of shippon
Cobbled surface in mew
Mew and foddergang

Photographs
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Date:
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04/11/2014
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04/11/2014

Renard Close Laithe
Notes:

Over blocked south door
With 10 cm chamfer
Looking east

04/11/2014
04/11/2014

Looking west
Looking south

22/09/2015

North face of southern purlin

24/01/2015
24/01/2015
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22/09/2015
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Looking east
Forking hole over hay loft
Cobbles and cranked boskin

Looking east

P J Carroll - Upper Wharfedale Heritage Group (01/04/2019)
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